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The only thing standing between me and death is my secret. Iâ€™m a Legacyâ€”a secret Iâ€™d

planned on taking to my grave. Gareth, the enigmatic leader of the Supernatural Guild, knows it, but

can I trust him to keep it? When mysterious deaths occur as a result of magic that mimics my own, I

no longer have to worry about Gareth exposing me â€“ it will be one of my own that does. Another

Legacy is causing the chaos, and Iâ€™m forced to hunt my own kind. It seems simple, but weâ€™ve

existed for as long as we have because weâ€™re better hunters than prey. Iâ€™m forced to work

with Gareth to clear my name and find the Legacy responsible. Not only is my secret about to be

revealedâ€”so is his. Gareth is much more dangerous than I expected. Is he my friend or my

enemy?
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Infuriating, exhausting, and heart pounding are just a few ways to describe this series. Just when

you think you've got the whole thing figured out, another ingenious twist is thrown at you at



breakneck speeds...or slipped in slowly under your rib cage to clutch your heart with exquisite

agony.I highly recommend this to anyone who enjoys reading any genre. It's full of fantasy, mystery,

suspense, romance, drama and can be enjoyed by all.

I loved this book. It was engaging and intriguing. The storyline grabbed and kept my attention. The

characters, especially the nain female character Livy, were interesting. They feel real and so do

their struggles. I would recommend this book to anyone.

I just finished reading Obsidian Magic, the second book in the Legacy Series by Mckenzie Hunter. I

really enjoyed the fast paced action packed story, the action was intense, but it didn't lose you in the

storyline. The characters were well written and I liked the interaction between the characters. I look

forward to seeing if a romantic relationship escalate between two couples in book 3 that can't really

be called couples, yet. I can hardly wait for the next book.

Complicated. Read in order the series. Interesting new way to present witches. Were animals

humans vampires and the like. I will be looking for the next book

It's a very fast paced book not much time for to many slow things to happen. It's always good

against the bad guys. Pretty fun read

Another new (to me) author that has created a hard to put down tale. Can't wait to se where it goes

from here.

Took a chance on the first one looking for something new to read. Took me a day to get totally

wrapped up in it. I think Levy is an amazing character. I am a little bummed by the cliffhanger

ending, but I guess sometimes those are a necessary tool of the trade. Can't wait for book three!!

It was fantastic. I loved reading so far both books and looking forward to the other one to come out

.please don't to long to finish it.
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